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RSS: Beyond E-mail

What is RSS?
Often referred to as Really Simple
Syndication (RSS) distributes and
aggregates content such as news
announcements, press releases,
product announcements, and headlines through the use of a standard
XML format.
This process provides on-demand
information updates directly to
end-users as changes occur to speciﬁc web content, without the user
having to search for it.
RSS allows content providers the
ability to automatically send updated web content to end-users who
are using RSS readers to consume
content with greater efﬁciency.

RSS is rapidly gaining traction as both a complimentary and alternative
delivery vehicle for all forms of digital information. For marketers and
information consumers it alleviates the burden of SPAM issues, ﬁlters and
“e-mail overload”. It has been tagged as the #2 ‘Technology Trend’ for
2005 and is the cornerstone of large marketing efforts taken on behalf
of Google, MSN and Yahoo.
“Rather than visiting a series of websites every day,
technologists are installing RSS-aware news aggregators
on their desktops and conﬁguring it to pull RSS feeds
from their favorite web sites. Instead of going to the
news, why not have the news come to you! “
http://www.oracle.com/technology/syndication/index.html

While it does not replace a strong e-mail/web campaign, it truly supports
marketers in a way that has not been available until now.
“RSS and Atom feeds are great alternatives to email
newsletters. They work like newsletters by delivering
the latest news to your desktop, but since you only get
what you ask for, RSS feeds are a spam free way to follow blogs and newsy sites.”
http://email.about.com/od/betternewslettersrss/

Savvy e-mail marketers have an increasing focus on permission based
marketing and would like to have a solution to the SPAM problem, but it
simply does not exist, and doesn’t appear to be solvable in the very near
future.

RSS as part of the overall Plan.
One-way to compliment e-mail marketing is through the use of RSS and
make it part of an overall e-mail marketing strategy. People change e-mail
addresses often and at random. Even if your content is truly relevant, you
will likely get omitted in the latest e-mail address change.
For this reason it is important to provide alternatives that allow information consumption to occur based on the end-user preferences. One of
those methods is to leverage content that already exists, re-purpose it,
and make it available via an RSS feed channel.
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Getting Started

Why RSS?
Since end-users who consume
information value their time, RSS
feeds are becoming the method of
choice for receiving informational
updates.
Any organization that has content,
can utilize RSS to disseminate feeds
of data in an uncluttered non-invasive manner. RSS delivers continual
headlines and information snippets
with links back to more information
and details.
RSS feeds have also become the
standard for sharing content between sites. RSS also makes it easier
for content creators to gather and
distribute news and thus increase
their audience size.

Before you begin to address and satisfy an ever-growing RSS enabled
audience, you have a couple of strategic decisions.
1.
2.

Do it all in-house and attempt to integrate it with your overall
web site and e-mail marketing strategy.
Utilize a publishing and marketing company to assist with all or
part of your e-mail and RSS communications blueprint.

To pick the most effective approach, here are some considerations when
making RSS a part of your plan.
Consider:

•
•
•

The size of your company
company.
The audience you are trying to reach.
The skill sets and resources you have available.

The RSS publishing process is fairly straightforward from a technical perspective:: Have someone on your web development team create some
XML code in the correct format and post one of those orange RSS buttons on your web site.
Well, that certainly is the message that some would have you believe.
If you have been involved with any web development project, e-mail
marketing campaign, or creating informational newsletters, you know it
involves a variety of interconnected resources, and workﬂow processes.
Only the combination of all pieces will help to ensure that your information is created and disseminated in the manner envisioned.
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RSS in Your Company
“RSS has only recently begun to
take off. It has become so popular
that in some cases half the visitors
to a blog or web site come via RSS
feeds.”
Wired News, Dec 09, 2004
http://www.wired.com/news/culture/0,1284,65971,00.html

You now know what RSS is, and know that it is only a matter of time
before you begin. Here are few additional questions that should be answered if you’re serious about RSS.
1.

Does your company have more than a couple of individuals who
put together product announcements, news releases, articles, white
papers, etc?
2. Do you cater to a broad group of different audiences; such as
corporate afﬁliates, business partners, and consumers?
3. Do any of your information consumers belong to more than one
group if you were to categorize your information?
4. Do you conduct e-mail campaigns that utilize third party services?
5. Do you have different departments involved with different e-mail
campaigns?
6. Would diverse departments beneﬁt from easy ad hoc publishing of
content for speciﬁc RSS initiatives?
7. Would your web team beneﬁt from some fast track services to
help them meet the other deadlines on their agenda?
8. Is it important to begin your RSS initiative sooner than later?
9. Would you beneﬁt from a team of specialists who could keep you
up to date on the latest in RSS feed formats, and RSS marketing
strategies.
10. Would leveraging your RSS content feeds to mobile devices, such
as cell phones, be advantageous to your information consumers?
11. Would you beneﬁt from access to technical resources that are
able to react to your custom programming requests?
12. Do you currently have, or do you anticipate having rich media
content such as movies, video or audio that your would like to
syndicate via an RSS feed?
If you answered yes to 2 or more of the above questions, you likely want
to consider a marketing agency that specializes in RSS and has a proven
track record in e-mail marketing.
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Inside RSS|vp

RSS|vp provides managed services for RSS publishing and e-mail marketing. We provide an enterprise, on-demand service that requires little or
no IT involvement
Our services enable corporations the ability to better leverage their content through the power of RSS feeds. Through our highly efﬁcient RSS
publishing and tracking service, companies can more easily create, publish,
deliver and track RSS syndicated information to their audience.
RSS technology is continually evolving and our dedicated team makes
it easy for companies to leverage current and future technologies and
knowledge for rapid RSS deployment.

Virtual Publisher
RSS Goes Mobile
Internet enabled cellular phones
allow easy access to RSS feeds on
the go.

Virtual Publisher (VP) is a full managed web-based service that provides
for automated feed creation, hosting, publishing and statistical analysis.
Services include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Secure access to VP authoring system.
Secure access to Report Management and Publishing Center.
Consulting and RSS overview (VNC Internet tutorials).
Hosting and caching of XML/RSS code.
Branded quick start support pages, graphics and syndication codes,
guides and tutorials.
6. Branded VP user interface.
7. Includes all bandwidth.*
8. Unlimited user access to corporate administration and publishing
tools.
9. Automated e-mail support system.
10. Includes quarterly upgrades of the most popular RSS feed formats,
(including mobile devices) and syndication links.

*Some conditions may apply.
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VP Beneﬁts
• Cost effective and secure commercial web service.
• Streamlines the publishing of new information to end-users.
• Easy syndication, as information is spread through the web creating
new audiences.
• Detailed statistics on your RSS channel trafﬁc provides for easy
performance audits.
• Automatic feed submissions to major portals (such as MY Yahoo!,
MyMSN and others).
• Simple integration into your existing web site.

• Feed validation is provided to ensure your feed is correct.
• Hosted service allows you to expand your business offerings without expanding overhead.
• Allows for ad hoc RSS publishing as easy as e-mail.
• Combined with our e-mail campaign management service, RSS|vp
provides the most complete service offering available.
• Departments don’t even require a web site to get their news out
as VP provides complete news and newsletter hosting services.
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Virtual Publisher Highlights
1. Feed Overview
2. Feed Editing
3. Multiple Feeds Summary
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4. Hosted Content Overview
5. WYSIWYG Content Editor
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6. Feed Syndication
Code templates ensure that corprorate feeds are always as up to date for the most popular readers in the
marketplace.
7. Multi-syndication Button
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8. Statistics
To accelerate the process we walk you through steps to creating your own RSS feed channel and tracking system, so
you can focus on the business at hand.
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Client Spotlight

Avaya: The Will and the Way

RSS Applications
• Newsletters
• Product Announcements
• Press Releases
• Product Launches
• Pricing Specials
•T
Technical Updates
New applications are emerging daily.

The Company
Avaya is a global leader in communication systems, applications and services. They design, build and manage networks for enterprises. Customers
range from small businesses and nonproﬁt agencies, up to 90% of the
companies in the Fortune 500, and the U.S. government.
The Content
Through the web and e-mail Avaya publishes a variety of news and
information communiquées, ranging from business partner news ﬂashes,
weekly knowledge transfers, to campaign announcements and promotional incentives. The content formats cover a wide range: text, HTML,
PDF, audio and video.
The Challenge
• There are multiple marketing and business development units
who collectively and independently wish to address the growing demand for RSS communications.
• Content production is often met with last minute approvals,
changes and updates. So throwing RSS into the mix would
take some careful consideration and involve scheduling numerous meetings with IT and various departments in order to
address the variety of potential requirements. The co-ordination alone would mean signiﬁcant delays with addressing the
individual needs of multiple departments simultaneously.
The Solution
Provide the enterprise a web-based service that allows multiple users
the ability to repurpose existing content and publish new content on the
ﬂy; complete with management performance tools that allow for continuous improvement.
The Results
Avaya has been able to publish over 150 business related articles and
announcements via RSS feeds in the ﬁrst 30 days of utilizing the RSS|vp
Professional Services and Virtual Publisher.
Their Virtual Publisher was up and running the same day it was purchased - with no IT involvement. The cost of all of this was comparable
to one e-mail marketing campaign. Part of the RSS|vp services included
customized RSS educational overviews. They assist Avaya with educating
their audiences on the beneﬁts of RSS, and how to easily subscribe to
Avaya’s RSS feeds.
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Client End-User Experience
Depending upon their personal preferences, Avaya feed subscribers may utilize any one of the over 50+ feed readers/aggregators available in the market place. The views below show live Avaya feeds being subscribed to through the MY Yahoo!
web-based aggregator service.
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RSS|vp Summary
RSS|vp is a managed services provider for RSS publishing and e-mail marketing. We provide an enterprise on-demand
service that requires no IT involvement.

Create, publish, syndicate and track with your Virtual Publisher.

For More Information

For more information about RSS|vp,
visit www.rssvp.com.
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